
Strange Love

Shaggy

You see this love that we have
Is a love that no one will understand unless

They're in it, you know what I mean
So we mash up, so we make up

So we love up, ugh
Shaggy

Mona moan, baby moan
WatchaWe break up to make up

Some folks won't think that's fine, seh wah
But that's when you give me

That love that blows my mindThat good love you give
That makes me scream your name out loud, Mr. Lovah

Let's breakup then make up
Take me to the cloudsGirl, everything I do you know it's all about

You got to trust this feeling 'cause this feeling is true
Your sex appeal is way up to the ceiling

I don't wanna see reality if this is what it's like to be in loveIn other words it means that I'm mad happy that
We are fortunate to finally discover and see

That love flies free like a bird
This vibe is not a vibe that one can describe with wordsWe break up to make up

Some folks won't think that's fine, uh huu
But that's when you give me

That love that blows my mind, alright girlThat good love you give
That makes me scream your name out loud, Shaggy

Let's breakup then make up
Take me to the cloudsFriends always try to tell me this feeling I feel

Is too good to be true so this feeling ain't real
They look at us and swear we must be mad

They'd have to be in our shoes
For them to understand the love that we haveLove that's unconditional through struggles and pain

And river and affection through the storms and rain
Your love completes my life

If I'm ever gonna settle then you'd have to be my wifeWe break up to make up
Some folks won't think that's fine

But that's when you give me
That love that blows my mindThat good love you give

That makes me scream your name out loud
Let's breakup then make up

Take me to the cloudsGal you like when Mr. Lovah rock your spot, yeah
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Hardcore, [Incomprehensible], yeah
Excess amount of love you get it non-stop, yeah

Come, let me love you up right round the clockSo if I put it [Incomprehensible], yeah
Nuff of dem who not got what we got, yeah

Strange love you know it's solid like a rock, yeah
Girl, let me love you up right round the clockBaby make me scream your name, hollah

Make me wanna go insane, awah
Feelings running through my veins, dat's right

Strange love is the sweetest pain, come onBaby make me scream your name, Shaggy
Make me wanna go insane, moan girl

Feelings running through my veins
Strange love is the sweetest pain
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